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❈ Your Bones Hold the Shape of What’s to Come
New Spells for the Curious and Decomposing

Your Bones Hold the Shape of What’s to Come is an artistic research PhD project by Áron
Birtalan exploring contemporary practices of play and mysticism, and their embodied
aftermath as a post-mortem artwork.

The project departs from the concept of the Afterneath - The embodied aftermath of an
aesthetic experience, that stays with and within the person and bleeds into the fabric of
everyday life as newly created thoughts, sensations, connections, interactions, intimacies,
myths, superstitions and practices. Afterneath is itself considered an aesthetic experience
on its own: an ever-changing, ephemeral artwork that starts right at the moment when
what we traditionally consider an ‘artistic experience’ ends. A gift, waiting to be
remembered.

❈An Intimacy With the Unknown

Defining practices of play and mysticism as ‘interfaces in becoming intimate with the
unknown’, the project aims to develop contemporary practices of play and ‘materialist
mysticism’ that produce an ecology of experiences, objects, methodological frameworks
that can in themselves act as creating compost for the Afterneath to take root.

From a critical angle, the project invites a radical re-framing of what is being sensed as an
artwork, what their possible social documents are, and how can we make sense of them as
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organic entities. This is also a direct stand against neo-liberal and capitalist metrics made
to compartmentalise experiences through fixed master narratives.

Rather than submitting to the compulsion of capturing, measuring the Afterneath and its
effects, the research project encourages a desire to grieve the end of an experience and
to commune with its traces in a world that is emerging and at once dying each and every
moment. A meditation on the impermanence of life, the Afterneath is an invitation to let
things change, decompose, fertilise and give birth to the new on their own accord. The
Afterneath is in this sense is both an ‘anarchival document’, and a ‘post-mortem artwork’:
it is born out of tending to the compost of what is left after another artwork dies.

❈Mystical Self-Sufficiency and a New Kind of Joy

The research project is carried out by creating co-created artistic experiences that invite
players to engage with playful practices of mysticism as well as develop their own
contemporary magickal practices that act as prompts both within the experience and for
their Afterneath. Rather than being bogged down in debates about ‘belief and disbelief’,
the focus of the experiences is to explore the aesthetic layers that unfold when
encountering, embodying and engaging with the playful and the mystical. These
experiences are accompanied by guiding materials, theoretical handbooks, tutorials,
music, and other paraphernalia that together form a ‘para-liturgical’ system of objects,
thoughts and practices where the boundaries between everyday and imaginary are
blurred.

The research project is currently in dialogue with New Materialism, somatics and
14th-century feminist mysticism, as well as inspired by pseudo-scientific and experimental
approaches in analog AI and computing, and practices of griefwork, folk magick,
necromancy. Other elements featured in the works are the sounds and philosophy of early
electronic music and the poetic work of Hadewijch van Antwerp and Etel Adnan.

The long term impact of the project is to contribute to the ‘Para-Normalisation’ of
everyday life through fostering DIY practices and kinships of ‘mystical self-sufficiency’. A
way to establish a deviant relationality (or: para normativity) towards dominant normative
structures in Western societies and engage with the crises that govern human
imagination.

A clandestine spell for the curious, a mischievous manoeuvre of the loving, and a survival
of the strange through a new kind of joy.
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Cover photo: Panel detail of The Sentient Grove (2021) - a custom Serge-format modular synthesizer and esoteric
analogue computer. A murmuring ecosystem of flora, fauna and fire. Designed to act as a guiding instrument for the
research project and an interface for poetic thought. Commissioned by Áron Birtalan, built by Loudest Warning.


